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ABSTRACT

Earth-impacting comets and asteroids with diameters -0.03--10 km pose the

greatest threats to the terrestrialbiosphere in terms of impact frequency-weighted

impact consequences, and thus are of most concern to designers of activeplanetary

defenses. Specificgravitational binding energies of such objectsrange f%om -10-7 to

10-2Jlgm, and are small compared with the specificenergies of -lxl@ to -3x1(P
Jlgm required to vaporize objects of typical composition or the specific energies
required to pulverize them, which are -10-1 to -10 Jlgm. All of these are small
compared to the specific kinetic energy of these objects in the Earth-centered frame,
which is -2xl@ to -2x106 Jlgm. The prospect naturally arises of negating all such
threats by deflecting, pulverizing or vaporizing the objects.

Pulverization-with-dispersal is an attractive option of reasonable defensive
robustness, and can be implemented with a mass-multiplication efficiencies of
-105 to 107, i.e., a unit mass of optimally designed pulverization equipment can

pulverize and disperse 1~ to 107 times its own mass of threat object. Examples of
such equipments – which employ no explosives of any type – are given. With
contemporary technology, these appear adequate to negate threats from cometary
objects of diameters –~.6 km, stony asteroidal objects of diameters _@.125 km and
nickel-iron asteroidal objects with diameters -@.05 km, using equipment which
may be deployed on single Elnergiya-classbooster. Multi-booster systems using
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only existing space-launch hardware can negate threat objects of -3 times greater
diameter.

Vaporization is the maximally robust defensive option, and may be invoked to
negate threat objects not observed until little time is left until Earth-strike, and
pulverization- with-dispersal has proven inadequate. Kinetic energy-based
vaporization with non-nuclear equipments based on contemporary technology and
use of existing space-launch assets appear adequate to negate cometary threats of
diameters _~. 1 km, stony asteroidal threats of diameters –~.035 km and nickel-
iron asteroidal threats with diameters –~. 025 km.

Physically larger threats may be vaporized with nuclear explosives, which with
contemporary technology appear adequate in scale to negate 1 km-diameter threat
objects, and to pulverize 10 km-scale threat objects. No contemporary technical
means of any kind appear capable of directly dispersing the -100 km diameter
scale C~aron-classcometary objects recently observed in the outer solar system,
although such objects may be deflected to defensively useful extents. Exploitation
of means discussed herein will apparently permit sub-kilometer-diameter near-
Earth objects to be steered into the path of such giant threat objects, with
dispersive pulverization likely resulting.

Means of implementing defenses of each of these types are proposed for
specificity, and areas for optimization noted. The primary challenges posed to
defensive system designers are understanding the basic structure of the threat
object, forestalling unwanted interactions when several nuclear explosions are
used, and performing moderately high-precision delive~ of adequate quantities of
engineered mass into the vicinity of distant, rapidly moving objects. Rising to
these challenges appears within the present-day capability of the international
technical community.

Attention is invited to the prospects for rapid, economical implementation of
initial active defenses, employing “Cold War surplus” military space hardware
and systems, as well as to the indifference of a well-designed defensive system to
highly detailed knowledge of the properties of a threat object. That cosmic threat
objects present themselves with speeds greatly in excess of sound-speed is very
useful in this respect, as material properties become of reduced interest.

Biospheric impacts of threat object debris are briefly considered, for bounding
purposes. Under virtually every threat negation circumstance, these impacts are
manageable.

Experiments are suggested on some of the myriad cometary and asteroidal objects
of sub-kilometer diameter which pass by or through the Earth-Moon system every
year in order to assess each of these defensive prospects, including means for
diagnosing their results.

Introduction. The threat posedtotheterrestrialbiospherehorn cosmic
bombardment by cometsand asteroidsispeculiarlylargeinmagnitude and low in
frequency,relativetoalltheotherthreatsknown. In thecurrentstageofsolar
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systemevolution,impacton Earth of objects sufficiently large to penetrate the
atmosphere and crater its surface occurs with typical intervals of millennia. On
time scales of several tens of millions of years, however, objects sufficiently large to
profoundly impact the ability of the Earth’s near-surface regions to support life
have occurred in the past, and can be expected to occur in the fiture. Figure 1
indicates the relative dimensional and energy scales of Earth-impactors of various
incident frequencies.

Sincetherearepresentlynearly6 billionpeopleon Earth, the statistical loss-of-life
from such exceedingly rare events is nonetheless of the order of 100 lives lost each
year, due to the biggest objects alone. The aggregate statistical loss-of-life due to
the much more frequent impacts of considerably smaller-scale cosmic
bombardments may be estimated to be several times the life-loss at the ‘extinction
level,’ so that several hundred lives maybe lost each year, on an actuarial basis.
As human life is valued along the economic axis in the First World, this level of
life-lost due to the immediate effects of cosmic bombardment has an imputed cost
of the order of $1 B per year. (With purchasing power parity-based discounting to
account for Second and Third World income scales and noting present populations
in the First, Second and Third Worlds, the current value of this imputed cost due
to cosmic bombardment is perhaps $0.3 B per year.)

A program ofactivedefenseagainstcosmicbombardment would be economically
rationalifitwere tohave a costlessthan thetime-averageddamage expectancyof
cosmicbombardment. Other considerationsthan merelyeconomicones,such as
insuringthesurvivalofthehuman race,may justi~somewhat higher
expenditures.Some ofthetechnicalaspectsofsucha program tocreateand
operateactivedefensesareoutlinedinthefollowing.

CharacterOf The Threat To The BiosnhereFrom Comets And Asteroids. As
currentlyunderstood,thethreattoterrestriallifearisesfrom threeaspectsof
cosmicbombardment: blast,heatand late-timeatmosphericeffects.Blastand
thermaleffectsarisingfrom theabruptconversionofthekineticenergyofthe
incomingobjectintointernalenergyarewell-understood,atleastinprinciple,
from theunderstandingofexplosivephenomena ingeophysicalcontextswhich
has developedoverthepastcentury.Due totheextraordinaryphysicalscalesof
thelargerimpactingobjects– notsmallcompared tothoseoftheEarth’scrustand
thescale-heightofitsatmosphere- thegrosslynon-sphericalcharacterofthe
blastwaves and thecomparativelylocalizednatureofthethermalpulsemaybe
somewhat non-intuitive,but nonethelessmay be readilyand reliablymodeled
computationally.

Atmosphericeffects,incontrast,aresignificantlylesswell-understood,due tothe
complexityofsolar-modulatedatmosphericphysicsand chemistry,
hydrometeorologyand land-oceaninteractions.Rather grosschangesin
atmosphericcompositiondue tobothdirectand secondaryinjectionofmass by
incomingobjects(andsetsofobjects)have been suggestedtobe important,and
large,albeittransient,changesintheradiativetransportpropertiesby relatively
modest amounts ofmicron-scaleparticulatemass have alsobeen implicatedin
profoundbiosphericimpacts.
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Defensivesystemsmust considerappropriatelytheselattereffects.Primary
defenseswhich would allowpulverizedthreatobjectmass in>100 megatonne
quantities– correspondingtoincomingobjectsinitiallywellunder 1 km in
diameter– toimpacttheterrestrialatmosphere(andthusparticulate-loadthe
stratosphere)might inadvertentlyinduceseveralkelvinglobal-average
temperaturedrops.Thiswould be an order-of-magnitudescale-upoftherecent
Mt. Pinatuboglobalcoolingphenomenon,which isvariouslyestimatedtohave
injected-20 megatonnes oflargelysulphateparticulateintothestratosphereand
therebytohave induceda peak temperaturedropof 0.4– 0.6kelvin.Moreover,
fineparticulateloadingofthestratospheremay persistfora few years.Such
temperaturedecreasesmay be sufficientlylongindurationand largein
magnitude toinducelarge-scalefailuresofagriculturalproduction,with
resultingwidespreadfamine.

Threat Obiects. Threemajorclassesofthreatobjectsmaybe delineated,basedon
composition.These arethecometaryones,composed predominantlyofwater and
ammonia iceswith embedded light-metal-oxide-basedparticulate,thestony
asteroidscomposed ofsimilarmetaloxideparticulatewithvaryingdegreesof
compaction,and thenickel-ironscomposed predominantlyofthemetallicformsof
theiron-groupelements.Some ofthepropertiesoftheseobjectspertinenttoactive
defensearesummarized in Figure2.

Viewed from a threatnegationperspective,thestonyasteroidsmay actuallybe
groupedintotwo major sub-classes,one consistingof“flyingrubblepiles”and
likelyrepresentingcometaryobjectshorn which thevolatileiceshave been
evaporatedby long-termresidenceintheinnersolarsystem,and theother
consistingofhighlycompactedrock-likeobjectswhich likelyoriginatedby
collisionalfragmentationfrom larger“parent”bodiesintheAsteroidBelt.These
two sub-classesmay be expectedtovarysubstantiallyinthespecificenergy
requiredtopulverizethem (andalsointheirsusceptibilitytodeflection-based
defensiveschemes).

Each of these classes of threat objects may also be categorized from a high-level
defensive system architectural perspective, depending on their size. For each type
of threat object, as will be seen below, there will be a maximum size which can be
negated with non-nuclear explosive-based means. Objects of greater size can be
negated along the pulverization and vaporization means of present interest only by
use of relatively high-energy nuclear explosives.

Threat Ne@ationProsnects In The Next Quark r-Centurv Theprospects for
negating cosmic bombardment threats to the terrestrial bi;sphere during the next
quarter-century necessarily are dependent for their implementing means on
contemporary technology. As will be discussed further in the following, these
appear to be readily sufficient to deal with 0.1 km-diameter threats by a variety of
means, to cope with 1 km-scale threat objects with a much more limited set of
tools, and to deal with 10 km-diameter threats only with rather heroic endeavors.
These large differences in means of course derive immediately fkom the factor-of-
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1000 in mass which separates each of these three size-classes of threat objects from
its nearest neighbor.

At present, it is feasible to contemplate deflection, pulverization-with-dispersion
and vaporization of threat objects as the primary defensive means – obviously
supplemented by combinations of these. Deflection implies minimal energy
expenditure and the longest warning-times. It thus admits of the greatest
elegance and the widest variety of technical approaches, for it requires relatively
very modest expenditures of energy, as it employs large time intervals as a very
long lever on the planetary defense problem. Deflection-based defensive
approaches also generally require unusually great knowledge of the threat object,
e.g., precision and accuracy of data with respect to its orbit, its composition, its
physical state and mechanical strength. Some pertinent energy scales are
indicated in Figure 3.

Pulverization represents active defense conducted with an intermediate level of
knowledge, and with relatively modest warning-times. In principle, it is very
energy-economical, in that it proposes to break only perhaps at most one-billionth
of the chemical bonds present in the threat object in the process of reducing it into
meter-scale fragments. (In practice, the inefficiencies almost inevitably attendant
upon even such coarse-scale pulverization are likely to degrade such excellent
theoretical energy efficiencies by several orders of magnitude, particularly when
the pulverization is rapidly performed, e.g. by explosive fracturing rather than
fracturing in an adiabatically-operated press.) In addition, the resulting
fi-agments generally must be given kinetic energies larger than their gravitational
binding energies, in order to disperse the fragmented threat object and to force the
fragments to interact with the Earth’s atmosphere in an individual, non-collective
manner – if they impinge on the atmosphere at all. Finally, if the time-interval
before Earth-impact is small and the object is large, minimizing the total threat
object mass incident on the Earth’s atmosphere – both for peak localized thermal
pulse and stratospheric particulate-loading considerations – requires that the
fragments be given sufficient speed relative to their center-of-mass to separate
them by a substantial multiple of the -13 megameter Earth-diameter within
whatever time-to-go is available.

Vaporization is the maximally robust defensive mode currently feasible to
consider, and also is the most energy-intensive, Vaporizing objects of more that
-106 tonnes, i.e., of >100” meters diameter, by optimal conversion of their kinetic
energy to internal forms is a daunting technical challenge to the defense at
current technological levels. (Threat objects carry at most three orders of
magnitude more specific kinetic energy than their own heat of vaporization, and
delivering more than 500 tonnes of equipment to the immediate vicinity of a threat
object doesn’t appear feasible in the reasonably foreseeable future, as noted below.)
For vaporization-based defenses against larger threat objects, nuclear energy
sources are seemingly required. As will be discussed below, these means suffice
to vaporize the 1 km-diameter objects which are believed to Earth-strike roughly
every megayear. They are quite insufficient (with present rocket-based delivery
means) to vaporize the -10 km-diameter objects which strike every -60 megayears
– though they can robustly pulverize them. They cannot even reliably pulverize
the Charon-class (>100 km diameter) comets recently observed in the outer solar
system.
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Threat Pulverization. When pulverizing an incoming object whose kinetic energy
is very large compared to the energy required to vaporize it, the quantity to be
optimized – i.e., minimized – is the implementing mass; there is energy to spare.
Since threat objects will always arrive at the Earth with speeds exceeding the 11
km/see speed of Earth-escape – and typically with speeds of 20-60 km/see, the
defensive system designer is allowed to focus almost exclusively on minimizing
the mass of pulverization equipment which must be transported to the immediate
vicinity of the object.

Fragmenting a solid threat object into pieces of pre-specified maximum scale –
e.g., 1 meter boulders, in the case of a well-consolidated stony asteroid –
necessitates the imposition of a fracturing-level stress-field having the same
periodicity. Indeed, in order to maximize the fragmentation benefits of large-scale
crack propagation, it is desirable to simultaneously impose such a stress field over
as large fraction of the object as may be technically feasible.

The technology-set conventionally employed for trenching and tunneling through
high-strength rock seems applicable to this problem. Although emplacing a
parallel sheet of periodically-spaced drill-holes, filling them with explosive and
detonating the explosive strings synchronously in order to shear off a rock slab
obviously is not practical for pulverization of cosmic threat objects, a technically-
equivalent analog probably will be practical.

Specifically, a dense, reiiactory projectile with aspect ratio of 2–5 is capable of
penetrating into hard rock to a depth an order-of-magnitude greater than its
length, leaving in its wake a right circular cylinder of vaporized rock. The
temperature and pressure in this cylindrical volume are comparable to that of
detonated chemical high explosive – for whose creation the energy source is of
course the kinetic energy of the incident projectile. This projectile is naturally
slowly consumed as it traverses the hard rock. Its forward tip shocks the rocky
medium into vapor, and ablates preferentially born its forward end and
secondarily from its sides as the near-solid-density rock vapor flows over it. It is
feasible to arrange its three-dimensional structure so that it “flies” stably through
most all of its entire trajectory, i.e. so that the center-of-pressure integrated over its
surface lies behind its center-of-mass until virtually all of the mass of the projectile
has been ablated.

Linear strings of such penetrating projectiles, tip-to-tail-separated by 2–3 lengths,
may be employed to create a “tube” of rock vapor of arbitrary length, and parallel
linear penetrator strings maybe used to generate sheets of such tubes. Obviously,
these sheets may be expected to be functionally identical to sheets of blasting-holes
used for deep-trenching through dikes of hard rock on Earth: the sheet-cracks
connecting the plane-parallel tubes very soon after the tubes are formed will widen
into fracture planes, and an extended slab of rock will then shear-off, either as a
unit or as a set of boulders whose size is comparable to the spacing of the blasting-
holes. If parallel sheets of penetrators are employed, an entire rock-mass maybe
rendered into slabs of rock or, more likely, a three-dimensional lattice of rubble.
These sheets of dense, refractor hypervelocity penetrators – “tungsten knives” –
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thus may be expected to serve to swiftly slice an asteroidal mass of any material
into “bite size” chunks. See Figure 4.

As will be justified below, the nearest-neighbor distance of the penetrators in this
sheet-lattice will need to be of the order of one meter. The sheets must be spaced so
that the rubble from the Nth sheet’s pulverization action has left the vicinity of the
threat object’s surface before the (N+l)st sheet arrives. This isn’t a significant
limitation, as pulverization will generally not be employed as a defensive option
unless there is at least one megasecond time-to-go until Earth-strike; the time-
spacing between sheets of penetrating-and-pulverizing projectiles can then be 102
– 103 seconds, accommodating adequate dispersal between pulverizing events even
if the rubble leaves the threat-object’s surface at speeds as slow as 10 – 1 meter/see.
The use of as many as 103 penetrator-sheets is then reasonable.

Trading off against the inconvenience of needing many projectile-sheets is the
ability to orient the sheets – and to maintain this orientation from the time of
release to the time of impact – by simply imparting an appropriate vector angular
momentum to a canister containing a tightly-packed “net” of hypervelocity
penetrators. The projectile-sheet thus will impact the threat object in just the
desired orientation, This approach admits of an especially simple – and thus
highly reliable – deployment mechanism, one moreover well-adapted to existing
ICBM post-boost vehicles. See Figure 5.

Going from two to three dimensions, equi-spaced stacks of such sheets of projectile
strings may be erected in space to form a lattice which, when made to collide with
a threat object of comparable dimensions, may hypersonically penetrate it through
its entire thickness with blasting holes of meter-spacing – and thus render it into a
rubble-pile of meter-scale boulders, interpenetrated with tubes of rock vapor of
density -10-1 – 10-2 that of solid density, which will serve to swiftly disperse it.
Such extended lattices are of limited utility unless the velocity vector of the lattice is
reasonably well-aligned with that of the threat-object at which it is directed;
however, the required degree of co-alignment is straightforward to arrange with
modern equipment.

In vacuum, no impediment exists to the erection of such projectile assemblies–
and, in particular, there is an abundance of time available for reasonably high-

precision lattice generation from a stowed-for-transport package.

A complication which must be dealt with in a robust manner during pulverization
is the possible premature dispersal of a “flying rubble pile” of moderate (e.g., 1 km
diameter) scale. Such a pile may harbor a large number of, e.g., 100 meter-scale
consolidated objects easily capable of penetrating to the Earth’s surface, and yet
may aggregate these objects only very weakly, via gravitational binding. If not
pulverized carefully, such a rubble pile may disassemble early in the pulverization
process into an awkwardly large family of mini-threat objects, under the influence
of the energy inadvertently “leaking” from the pulverization working-site into the
remainder of the “parent” threat object, during the early phases of pulverization.
Alternatively, a weakly aggregated threat object of very low mechanical strength
may spontaneously disassemble as it comes within the terrestrial Roche limit, due
to tidal forces – as Shoemaker-Levy 9 did prior to its final plunge into Jupiter –
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although the smallness of the terrestrial Roche limit probably obviates such
concerns except for near-grazing-incidence rubble-piles.

Pulverization employing a massive three-dimensional penetrator lattice,
demonstrated and validated in “practice sessions,” may be the preferred approach
to such a complication, as it definitively pulverizes a threat object, including a
flying rubble-pile, before it can possibly disassemble – or move in any other
fashion. An alternative approach applicable to larger threat objects which maybe
difficult to pulverize with a 3-D lattice of feasible size is to employ a sequence of
lattice-sheets of penetrators to disassemble the flying rubble pile and then to
pulverize-at-discretion any unacceptably large objects within it which remain on
Earth-collision trajectories.

Figure 6 illustrates the use of hypervelocity penetrators for both pulverization and
vaporization of threat objects; it presents results from both computational and
experimental studies of pertinent hypervelocity penetrators interacting with high-
strength plastic, cement and steel targets (which may be taken as surrogates for
very strong ice or carbonaceous chrondritic, stony and nickel-iron threat objects,
respectively). The computer simulation studies were performed by our able
colleague Yu-Li Pan, using sophisticated, first-principles physics design codes
which model elastoplastic hydrodynamics and all pertinent types of energy
transport; these codes are known to be high-fidelity models of physical reality fi-om
detailed comparisons with a wealth of well-diagnosed pertinent experiments.

Figure 6A indicates initial conditions for a set of studies employing a long
tungsten hypervelocity penetrator interacting with a steel target, while Figures 6B
and 6C show “snapshots” in time of the interaction for an incident penetrator
speed of 4.5 km/see, where the unit compression (i.e., normal density) contours of
the tungsten and the steel are shown. Figure 6D displays final bore-hole or cavity
contours for identical projectiles of varying incident speed, and notes that energy
conservation is expressed by linear cavity volume increase with incident kinetic
energy. Figure 6E notes that usage of penetrator mass is optimized by using small
(length-to-diameter) aspect-ratio penetrators, a point which is generalized
somewhat in Figure 6F; “P/L” expresses the dimensionless ratio of the
penetration depth in the material being studied to the initial length of the
penetrator. Figure 6G indicates the hypervelocity penetrator system configuration
suggested by many such studies: a heel-to-toe sequence of small aspect-ratio
penetrators is best for deeply penetrating any solid. Figure 6H indicates how a
single such penetrator interacts with concrete as a function of initial penetrator
speed; little improvement is seen for incident penetrator speeds above that
sufficient to largely vaporize the concrete. Figure 61 indicates how a short string”
of 3 such penetrators in a geometry similar to that indicated in Figure 6G interacts
with a concrete target, immediately after the third projectile has completely
ablated; some late-time target relaxation has yet to occur near the tip of the bore-
hole. Figure 6J indicates how a single steel sphere of 1 cm-diameter and incident
speed of 5 km/see penetrates on-axis into a strong plastic cylindrical target, while
Figure 6K indicates how an identical target evolves when 3 successive spheres are
made to impinge in succession on the same axial location; the penetration depth
into the target is seen to be approximately 3 times that of the target struck by only a
single penetrator. Finally, Figures 6L and 6M indicate the same phenomena in
two concrete targets struck by a single steel sphere and by 3 steel spheres in
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succession,respectively(thesetwo targetsfragmentedmore severelythan didthe
pairofplasticones,forwell-understoodreasons).In theseexperiments,
measured bore-holetotaldepthsand radii-vs.-depthagreedwithpriorphysicscode
predictionstobetterthan 10% accuracy,as much priorexperiencehad indicated
theywould.

We therefore are highly confident that our modeling-code based predictions
provide a very reliable basis for evaluating active defense concepts on much larger
scales, for physics is scale-invariant and predictions of these codes have been
extremely extensively examined and validated in very many pertinent
experiments.

Threat Valorization. Vaporization of a threat object of course represents one end
of the spectrum of negation robustness, as well as another on the spectrum of
energy (and mass) cost-of-negation. Thus, it is the method-of-choice for an
ultimate defensive layer, or when large amounts of energy are readily available.
Because of the huge mismatch in sound-speeds of a nuclear explosion-generated
fireball consisting only of the explosive debris and of ordinary zero-temperature
matter, coupling of nuclear explosive energy to essentially any kind of threat object
is highly inefficient, if the energy is released on or above the object’s surface.

One may optimizethiscouplingefficiencyby embedding theexplosivesufficiently
deeplyinthethreatobjectpriortoenergygenerationsothattheensuingshock
emergesnearlysimultaneouslyatvirtuallyallpointson theobject’ssurface,i.e.,
one may generatetheexplosion’senergyintheobject’score.Ifthesurface-
emergentshockfrom such a well-placedexplosiongeneratesa post-shock
temperatureabovethelocalcriticaltemperature,thisissufficienttoassurethat
theentireobjectwillbe vaporized;iftheemergentshockstrengthisabovethe
Young’smodulus oftheobjectmaterial,thisissufficienttoguaranteethatthe
entireobjectwillbe pulverized.Straightforwardarithmeticindicatesthatofthe
orderof1 gigatonofenergydepositedinthecoreofa 1 km-diameterobjectwill
sufficetovaporizeit(afterall,itsmass isoftheorderof1 gigatonne),The same
energypulseplacedatthecoreofa 10km-diameterobjectwillgenerate>0.1
kilobarstresslevelswhen itreflectsfrom theobject’ssurface,sufficientto
pulverizeit,exceptwhen itiscomposed predominantlyofunllacturednickel-iron
(inwhich caseorder-of-magnitudehigherstress-levelsmay be required,those
which couldbe attainedon thesurfaceofa -5 km-diameterobject).

Detailed computer-based physical simulations, supplemented with pertinent
testing of military nuclear explosives systems, suggests that emplacing a large
nuclear explosive in the center of a multi-km-diameter consolidated object may be
feasible in the circumstances of interest. The same basic approach as was
pursued for non-nuclear pulverization is employed, with a string of megaton-scale
nuclear explosives substituting for the string of dense, refractory projectiles. (This
procedure is in part based on experience with nuclear explosives. The proposed
geometry is novel in its spatial extent, and possible interactions are complex and of
high energy-density. Nonetheless, we consider the success of the proposed
procedure probable but by no means assured. Experimental validation of detailed
computer modeling results clearly is required.)
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Each nuclear explosive, wrapped in a suitable structure of high-strength thermal
insulation, advances cinematically to the current end of the advancing bore-hole,
comes to a stop in the manner of an earth-penetrating munition, immediately
deposits its energy-pulse, and thereby extends the >100 meter diameter bore-hole in
the object radially inward by another -100 meters (after a radial hydrodynamic
relaxation interval of -0.1 second after each pulse. The exceptionally high speeds
of the incoming nuclear charges makes it probable that charge emplacement will
occur when-and-as expected, even though the final charges must traverse possibly
several kilometers of still-rare~ng and reasonably hot rock vapor (which long,
reasonably dense tube of vapor serves to decouple usefully many of the prompt
effects of the leading charge from all of its followers). Ablative insulation with a
net transport time-constant as modest as 1 second will suffice to completely
decouple the arriving charge from ambient thermal conditions, and an adequately
high-strength mechanical support for this thermal decoupling layer may be
provided for. Acceleration-switched fusing will automatically generate the
nuclear energy pulse when the charge embeds itself in the innermost tip of the
bore-hole being drilled, and standard kinematic decoupling approaches, extended
to the order-of-magnitude higher speeds of impact of present interest, may be used
to provide for proper operation of the charge. None of these techniques are
completely novel, and their fundamentals “are known to one ordinarily skilled in
the art.” (As also noted above, the unusual physical conditions make it highly
desirable to validate these approaches experimentally, well before the time of real
defensive need.) See Figure 7.

The drilling of a bore-hole of -0.1 km minimum diameter to the center of even a 10
km-diameter threat object can be performed on a time-scale of the order of 5
seconds, and its character assured in advance by giving the appropriate set of
reasonably precise initial positions and velocities to a set of a few dozen identical
nuclear charges of types which presently exist in abundance (e.g., the several
thousand warheads of the SS-18D ICBM, now commencing decommissioning
under START II). The repeatedly demonstrated performance of modern post-boost
vehicles in positioning remarkably precisely reentry vehicles in linear coordinate-
linear momentum-angular momentum phase space is more-than-adequate for
this task.

Immediately after the bore-hole to the center of the threat object is completed, it is
appropriate to emplace the main charge, whose function it is to initiate a radially
diverging shock of maximum feasible strength. Single space-launches using the
largest boosters presently available, i.e., Energiya, can emplace gigaton-scale
nuclear charges anywhere in the inner solar system between the orbits of Mars
and Venus, and the use of such an explosive is contemplated for dispersing the
largest threat objects. The relatively high-strength shock which can be
engendered by a charge of this scale will overtake the comparatively weak shocks
launched by the bore-hole drilling operation well before the cumulative effect of all
of them have significantly displaced outward the surface of the object, so that this
final strong shock will “see” virtually all of the object in nearly undisturbed
condition. Then, as noted above, this shock will heat and stress the object’s
surface (and, to even greater extents, all of its interior mass) to extents readily
estimated from basic mass and energy considerations, i.e., 1 km-scale objects will
be completely vaporized, and 10 km-scale objects will be reliably pulverized and
then dispersed with -0.1 kmhec mean speeds, relative to the center-of-mass of the
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threatobject.(Evenassoonastendayslater,thediameterofa 10 km-diameter
object’sdebriscloudwillbe a dozentimesthatoftheEarth.)

Such an approach could also be employed to deflect a giant, Charon-class comet, if
such an object were detected with sufficient time-to-go in its Earth collision-bound
trajectory. The main charge, dynamically emplaced and detonated at a depth of the
order of 10 km into the comet’s surface, would blast a crater of a few tens of km
diameter in its side. The crater ejects, heaved with a typical speed of -0.03 km/see,
would mostly escape, since the escape velocity from the surface of a 100 km-diameter
comet is -25 meters/see. (For this reason, no mass would be lost from elsewhere on
the comet, no matter how mechanically weak it might be, when the shock reflected
off other portions of its surface, distant from the crater.) The giant comet, having
thus lost -10-2 of its mass in escaped crater ejects, would perforce undergo a velocity
change of (- 10-2)(0.03 kdsec), or -0.3 meters/see. If this maneuver were performed
with a time-to-go as small as 1 year, when the comet might be expected to be inside
the orbit of Jupiter, it could shift the Earth-comet collision parameter by -104 km,
just sufficient to change a direct hit into a near-miss.

If such giant cometa~ objects can be detected with significantly greater time-to-go,
it might be feasible to steer into its path an asteroid of at least several km diameter
from the main Belt. The resulting collision at >25 km/see, occurring as the giant
comet crossed the Belt, would certainly pulverize and likely vaporize both asteroid
and comet. This conceptually interesting prospect twice-leverages anthropogenic
mass, in that a relatively very modest amount of equipment is employed to
explosively deflect a carefully selected natural object by perhaps 1% of its orbital
velocity, sufficient to steer it into the path of the sunward-falling comet. This
steered asteroid mass then acts to convert a sufficiently large fraction of the
comet’s kinetic energy into internal forms to negate it completely as a threat. The
energetic of this approach appear attainable with existing equipment, but its
overall feasibility cannot be assessed until a significantly more definitive census of
the smaller objects in the Belt is obtained – presumably with space-based
observational means,

Less speculatively in both required implementing mass and Main Belt population
statistics is the prospect of employing the “best” of the class of -106 near-Earth
objects with diameters of -100 meters whose existence has only very recently been
discovered. A short sequence of steering-events, each one of which involves -1
tonne of anthropogenic mass employed to ablate <103 times greater mass born the
.1oG tonne near-Eatih object, could readily impart the precise velocity change (of
the order of 1 cmhecond in magnitude) sufficient to steer the “best of class” into
the path of the incoming giant threat object. The center-of-mass kinetic energy
would not be greatly in excess of 100 megatons, but the mass ejected horn the
resulting impact crater on the giant threat object is likely to carry off enough
momentum to convert a direct hit on the Earth into a near-miss. Thus, employing
twice the high specific kinetic energy (relative to both sound speeds and threat-
object escape speeds) of objects in solar orbit makes feasible-in-principle defense of
the Earth from impact by even giant threat objects – moreover with means not
requiring use of nuclear explosives.
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eat Nepation Eauinments. Threat negation of all the types considered here
involves the placement of mass in the immediate vicinity of the threat object (or set
of threat objects), Depending on the particular defensive approach taken to
negation, this mass may be in the form of thousands of small hypervelocity
projectiles or 1 – 2 dozen nuclear explosives, In either case, precision positioning
of the defensive mass relative to the threat object is likely essential to success of the
defensive mission. Figure 8 summarizes the approaches to active defense from an
energetic standpoint, which in turn motivates defensive system mass budgets.

Fortunately, means are presently available in quantity for these placement tasks,
all of which must be executed far horn Earth, as noted both above and below. A few
examples may serve to illustrate this. The SS-18 ICBMS of the former Soviet
Union, of which more than 300 still remain but are scheduled for retirement prior
to 2003 under START II, are each capable of sending a payload of roughly 2 tonnes
into Earth-escape trajectory (with a modern solid rocket motor replacing their
current PBV propulsion). The post-boost vehicles (PBVS) of both Russian and
American MIRVed ICBMS are all scheduled for retirement under START II. The
best of these are capable of deploying typically 10 objects, each of 0.1-1 tonne mass,
into quite distinct trajectories with velocity precision of the order of 1 part in 105
and orientation precision of the order of 1 part in 103 (which orientations are
maintained by appropriate angular momentum endowments imparted to the
objects as they are deployed). These already-demonstrated precision are
substantially better than are likely to be required to position kinetic energy
penetrator-nets and nuclear explosives relative to threat objects, in order to attain
optimum defensive results: e.g., they correspond to threat-negation packet
placement-precision of <0.1 km across a distance of 104 km.

High-precision laser radars and inertial frame-generating units, both stellar and
internal, exist which are adequate to support such precision positioning of negation
packets in the deep space environment. For example, the imaging laser radar
carried on the Clementine spacecraft which performed the first high-resolution,
three-dimensional mapping of the entire Moon just last year demonstrated a
ranging precision of 10 meters across a 0.64 megameter range, limited only by the
counting-precision of its 16-bit clock; its demonstrated performance capabilities
would have supported ranging to a few meters precision at distances in excess of
one megameter. The camera of Clementine’s imaging laser radar has since been
upgraded to a 5 ~radian resolution level. Thus, with a few obvious, easily
implemented enhancements, the Clementine imaging laser radar module could
perform 1 part in 105 precision range A angular position measurements of threat
objects at rates as high as 10 Hz, over multi-megameter distances. Similarly,
either of the two independent laser-based inertial measurement units earned by
Clementine, together with either of its two independent stellar inertial reference
units, would be entirely adequate, in bias, noise, drift, dynamic range and
bandwidth, to guide the threat negation platform throughout its threat object-
negation packet-dispensing program. Some of these Clementine technologies are
shown in Figures 9A and 9B, in as-flown configuration.

To support vaporization of 1 km-diameter threat objects and definitive dispersion of
10 km-diameter objects, very large amounts of energy will be required, of the order
of a billion tonnes of TNT-equivalent (noting that a l-km comet has a mass of-0.5
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billion tonnes and a heat-of-vaporization of -0.3 billion tonnes of TNT-equivalent).
While the efficiency of the best nuclear explosives is high, it is amusing to note that
it amounts only to -10-3 of the rest-mass energy of the explosive. Fortunately, at
least one very high-capacity space launch system is presently available, the
Russian Energiya, which can put -25 tonnes of payload into an Earth-escape
trajectory (topped with a suitable – and presently available – upper stage). Such
payload mass is sufficient to deliver a single integrated nuclear explosive of the
required energy production capability to vaporize km-scale threat objects and to
disruptively pulverize 10 km-diameter ones, via the high-efficiency “from the
inside out” technique discussed above.

It is a fortuitous consequence of the end of the Cold War that all of these
equipments – created at aggregate costs f= in excess of $100 billion – are currently
available at essentially zero cost, as “war surplus.” They can potentially be
employed to comprise the essential hardware infrastructure of a highly capable
active defense of the terrestrial biosphere against cosmic bombardment, quickly
and inexpensively.

Mass Budgets For Threat Ne~ation, Thetotalquantities of mass required to be
emplaced with reasonable precision in the vicinity of incoming threat objects
range from the modest to the demanding, depending on the choice of threat
negation technology to be employed. Fairly careful reckoning of mass budgets, in
turn, indexes the likely cost of active defense systems in the near-term, for space-
launch costs seem likely to dominate at least the “hardware” portions of defensive
systems budgets. It seems especially important to give the highest priority
consideration to systems whose space-launch mass budgets do not exceed those
which can be satisfied by the “Cold War surplus” hardware inventories of the U.S.
and the former Soviet Republics becoming available under START II – for these
are the systems which will be by far the most economically feasible to implement
or employ in the foreseeable future.

For nuclear explosive-based defenses, perhaps 50 charges of 1 megaton-scale
would be sufficient to drill into the core of even a 10 km-diameter threat object. (Of
course, far more modest means would suffice to negate a 1 km-diameter object,
and significantly smaller threat objects may be dealt with by entirely non-nuclear
means,) Perhaps two such charges and a modest amount of post-boost vehicle,
with aggregate mass under 2 tonnes, could be thrown into an Earth-escape
trajectory by a SS-18 ICBM topped with a suitable, high-IsP upper stage. A single
gigaton-class charge could be similarly launched on a single Energiya booster,

equipped with a Centaur-class upper stage. Approximately two dozen SS-18s and
a single Energiya would thus suffice to execute the launch portion of the largest
presently foreseeable active defensive operation.

In a hybrid defensive scheme, one face of a threat object could be pulverized with a
barrage of hypervelocity penetrators and then vaporized, with the use of a nuclear
explosive standing off of the order of one radius from the expanding rubble. The
resulting shock wave may give the remaining threat object a relatively gentle and
sustained acceleration, and thus a reliable deflection from its previously Earth-
bound trajectory.
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The mass-multiplication efficiency of the most mass-efficient non-nuclear threat
dispersion schemes known to us – those involving hypervelocity projectile-based
conversion of threat object kinetic energy to internal energy with unit efficiency –
depends on the square of a threat object’s speed in the Earth reference frame
(which is its specific kinetic energy), in units of its zero-temperature adiabatic
sound-speed (which squared quantity we use to estimate the object’s specific heat-
of-vaporization). These efficiencies range horn -102 for vaporization of the lowest-
speed nickel-iron asteroids to -106 for pulverization-and-dispersion of heliocentric
retrograde-orbiting ice-rich comets.

For defenses not using nuclear explosives, the size – specifically, the mass - of the
threat object which can be successfully negated, either by pulverization or
vaporization, scales linearly with amount of mass available to direct upon it as
hypervelocity projectiles. The total mass which all launchers becoming available
under START II could put into Earth-escape trajectory is between 300 and 500
tonnes. An upper-bound mass-multiplication efficiency of 106, corresponding to
pulverization of a very high-speed threat object, would thus permit a single half-
gigaton object – a comet or a stony asteroid of <1 km-diameter – to be negated by
impact of hypervelocity penetrators, if the entire START II-generated launch
capacity were to be expended in transporting arrays of such penetrators.

Figure 10 gives estimates of the size of objects of various compositions and orbital
characteristics which can be negated with the various active defensive
technologies , both non-nuclear and nuclear, which we have discussed, for two
types of approaches to system deployment: single, heavy-lift launch and launch on
a fleet-of-100 SS-18s with high Isp upper-stages.The mass efficiency– themass of
thethreat-objectnegatedperunitmass ofdefensiveequipmentsloftedinto
interplanetaryspace– isindicatedforeachofthefourmajor approachesas EmaSS.
ltisclearboththatnon-nuclearactivedefenseswillsufficeforthesmallerthreat
objectswhich Earth-strikerelativelyfrequently,and thatonlynucleardefensive
means areadequateforthesizesofthreatobjectswhich threatenlifeon
continentaland all-Earthgeographicalscalesand which areapttostrikethe
Earth no more frequentlythan onceeverymillionyears.

Biosnheric Consequences Of Threat Negation. In order to minimize the biospheric
consequences of threat negation, it is necessary to ensure that mass and energy
loadings of the Earth’s atmosphere be kept below reasonably well-understood
damage thresholds, in the worst case contingency, and that possible atmospheric
composition changes and particulate loadings be managed very conservatively
(because of greater present-day uncertainties regarding the consequences of such
changes).

Mass and energy loadings of the atmosphere and the underlying surface of the
Earth are of course related principally through the speed, composition and
mechanical state of the residual debris of the post-negation threat object. It is
required that thermal and acoustic loadings on the ground be below tolerable
limits at the most threatened location(s), under the worst contingency. The
corresponding energy releases in the atmosphere as a function of height and thus
of debris size, composition and mechanical state, are very well-understood in



principle at the present time, due to the extensive studies of the past several
decades on military applications of nuclear explosives, in the atmosphere and
near the Earth’s surface,

The general requirements are to keep peak overpressures below -1 psi and peak
thermal pulses below -0.5 calorie/cm2/minute and below -1 calorie/cm2 time-
integrated for intervals of -5 minutes or less, in order that there be no significant
damage to people, structures or crops, under worst-case conditions. (Crops are
probably the most sensitive, particularly during intervals of peak insolation in
local summer, when they are already thermally stressed.) These requirement
may be met by ensuring that no more than -10 kilotonskmz of deeply penetrating
debris-energy arrive at any location within the troposphere, e.g., that no more
than -100 tonneskmz of threat object debris are incident (assuming a not atypical
30 km/see atmospheric entry speed). This requirement is consistent with threat
object pulverization with equipment designed to generate rubble of 1 meter scale,
which ensures that debris objects as large as 10 meters in diameter will be
exponentially rare. (One meter boulders will almost invariably disintegrate in the
upper troposphere or even the lower stratosphere, while 10 meter ones may
survive down to altitudes of a few kilometers and, if of unusually high strength-in-
bulk, may even reach the ground.) If the projected cross-section of the Earth of
.108 ~z were ufifo~lY loaded at this level, 1010 tonnes of incident threat object
rubble could be tolerated, from a blast and heat standpoint; this corresponds to a
compact object of -2 km diameter.

It is likely that particulate loading of the stratosphere poses a more stringent limit.
Calculations, verified semi-quantitatively by observations over the past several
years of the global effects of Mount Pinatubo’s ejective loading of the stratosphere,
suggest that stratospheric loadings of micron-scale particulate above -100
megatonnes total mass will have sufficiently large global cooling effects for several
years as to impair markedly a large fraction of agricultural activity in the sub-
tropics. (Mount Pinatubo is estimated to have loaded the stratosphere with -20
megatonnes of mostly sulfate particulate, most of them of eventual diameter of <1
pm.) Debris from pulverized comets and particularly fragile stony asteroids might
load the stratosphere with fine particulate with moderately high mass-efficiency,
e.g,. >1O% of the incident mass could be retained in the stratosphere. It is
therefore likely that, in order to reliably avoid the risk of an “asteroidal winter,”
the post-negation non-volatile debris allowed to impact the Earth’s atmosphere will
have to be upper-bounded at -108 tonnes, that mass corresponding to a compact
object of -0.4 km diameter.

It appears highly unlikely that threat object dispersion would be done so gently or
with so little time-to-go that debris mass of even this scale would impinge upon the
atmosphere. The debris cloud resulting from the dispersal of a 1 km-diameter
object would have to be virtually centered on the Earth and less than 4 Earth
diameters in order to achieve this atmospheric loading. Such a compact cloud
could be attained only if the product of time-to-go and mean dispersion speed were
less than 25 megameters, e.g., if time-to-go was 106 seconds and mean dispersion
speed were 25 meters/second. Both of these are improbably small.
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Now, it is undeniable that even a highly effective defensive system may have non-
zero “leakage” of objects sufficiently massive and mechanically strong to
penetrate to the Earth’s surface. Recalling that the Tunguska object was likely a
stony asteroid of the order of 50 meters in diameter and the Barringer Crater in
Arizona is attributed to a nickel-iron asteroid of perhaps 80 meters diameter, it is
clear that leakage of a single 100 meter object escaping horn the negation of a
much larger one could result in millions of casualties.

It is therefore likely that defense-in-depth will be required of any system of active
defense, and that defensive means which are robust even when time-to-go is
minimal be deployed to undergird ones which are employed at earlier times and
greater distances from Earth. If non-nuclear means constitute the outermost or
first defensive layer, it will be necessary to withhold some space-launch capacity
from this layer in order to have the necessary means to launch the under-layer.
How much launch capacity must be reserved will obviously depend sensitively on
the estimated mass and the number of “leakers” – and whether non-nuclear or
nuclear means will be employed for leaker negation.

NeededThreat ObiectsData Defense-ValidatingEme rimentsAnd DiagmOstics.
Perhaps the most crucial single parameter needed at any time in the life-cycle of
an active planetary defense system is the time-to-go before the first Earth-strike of
an object having a diameter of more than a few dozen meters. While such objects
and associated times-to-go may be cataloged with considerable accuracy during
the next 1–2 decades for the near-Earth objects presently orbiting in the inner solar
system without large changes from the present situation, the corresponding
information for high-eccentricity asteroids, long-period comets, etc., seems likely
to become available only with considerable, sustained effort of types which are not
well-represented in current observational endeavors. It is the latter objects which
may present the greatest threat to the terrestrial biosphere, for though they are
more distant, they arrive with greater speed and – most importantly – far less
warning; they are the threats which could be uniquely “first pass deadly.” Near-
Earth objects, in qualitative contrast, very likely will be seen for many orbital
periods – i.e., many years – prior to possible Earth-strike, soon after reasonably
capable sky surveillance becomes operational.

Of comparably fundamental importance in threat characterization are diagnostic
means for remotely assessing the composition and, most particularly, the
mechanical conditions of potential Earth-impactors. It seems likely that active
defenses against “flying rubble piles” will be significantly easier to implement
(and reliable to use) than ones against nickel-iron asteroids of the same mass,
with highly consolidated stony asteroids being the intermediate case. The use of
diagnostic spacecraft of the Clementine class to probe distant threat objects well in
advance of their arrival in near-Earth space will permit economies in defensive
system operation, making it unnecessary to regard every incoming object as a
nickel-iron asteroids and to expend defensive resources to defeat such relatively
formidable threats. Such modest-mass spacecraft will presumably be dispatched
on very high-speed trajectories, in order to return results sufficiently early to
support launch of the appropriate number and class of pulverization or
vaporization equipments.
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After such remote diagnostic means are demonstrated successfully in the
program of defensive system development and testing, it will become of immediate
interest to test various defensive systems and schemes in small scale. (Such sub-
scale experiments are appropriate both to minimize per-event costs and to
maximize the number of experimental opportunities in any time-interval.)

Fortunately, sub-scale experimentation, followed by performance evaluation and
then by defensive system validation, seems eminently feasible, in view of the
relatively huge population of sub-lOO-meter diameter objects which pass within the
lunar orbit of the Earth each year. Since all such objects are gravitationally
unbound (by large margins) relative to the Earth-Moon barycenter, dispersion of
them with various defensive prototypes and system operating in sub-scale can
have no possible adverse consequences – once they are “cinematically downwind”
of the Earth.

Obviously, it will be crucial to diagnose fully the interaction of defensive
equipments with these sub-scale proto-threat objects. Doing so will require both
survivable remote sensing platforms and telemetry-intensive non-survivable ones
which will fly immediately behind objects launched by defensive systems to
pulverize or vaporize the proto-threat objects and which will provide the high-
resolution data on pulverization and vaporization events required for k.nowledge-
based certification of full-scale active defensive systems. Indeed, preliminary
work has already been performed in the specification and design of platforms and
equipment suitable for such purposes, in connection with follow-on asteroidal
exploration missions of the Clementine mission-family. Detailed planning of
defensive systems will greatly benefit from such experiments. Such planning
should, therefore, be deferred until experimental results are available.

Manifestly, defensive system robustness can be fully demonstrated only with full-
scale experiments. These will logically follow the sub-scale experiments, and, in
order to be performed in a timely manner, will necessarily involve test objects
found and worked with at locations substantially more distant from the Earth.

Conclusions< Active defense of the terrestrial biosphere fkom all likely scales and
natures of cosmic bombardment can be commenced during the next quarter-
century. Contemporary technology is sufficiently powerful to negate threat-objects
of all kinds heading for the Earth with diameters <10 km, by either pulverization
or vaporization for objects <1 km in diameter and by pulverization-and-fragment
dispersion for multi-km diameter objects. Deflection of a giant threat object – with
diameter -100 km – may be feasible by using these pulverization and vaporization
techniques to steer an optimally chosen sub-kilometer-diameter near-Earth object
into its path.

Critical enabling hardware for initial implementation of both nuclear and non-
nuclear defenses is currently becoming available as “Cold War surplus,” in the
form of heavy ICBMS and associated post-boost vehicles. These can place the
required defensive equipments in the immediate vicinity of the incoming threat
objects, with great cost-savings. Other equipments of the types demonstrated in
the recent G?ementine lunar mission will greatly facilitate inexpensive, near-term



defensive system testing, as well as the required maximally distant detection,
tracking and categorization of small objects.

Near-term experimentation on the many relatively small objects passing the Earth
every year at closest approach distances of a few thousandths of an AU will suffice
to characterize most of the key features of representative threat objects, as well as
validating various near-term approaches to active defense of the terrestrial
biosphere. Full-up, full-scale exercising of capabilities validated in sub-scale will
then provide the necessary assurance that active defenses will perform robustly
when required.
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